# Learn to Square Dance!
## List of Basic and Mainstream Calls

### Basic Program - Part 1
1. Circle Left / Circle Right
2. Forward and Back
3. Dosado / Dosado to a Wave
4. Swing
5. Promenade Family
   a. Couples (Full, 1/2, 3/4)
   b. Single File Promenade
   c. Wrong Way Promenade
d. Star Promenade
6. Allemande Left
7. Arm Turns
8. Right and Left Grand Family
   a. Right and Left Grand
   b. Weave the King
   c. Wrong Way Grand
9. Left-Hand Star / Right-Hand Star
10. Pass Thru
11. Half Sashay Family
    a. Half Sashay
    b. Rollaway
c. Ladies In, Men Sashay
12. Turn Back Family
    a. U-Turn Back
    b. Backtrack
13. Separate
    a. Around 1 or 2 to a Line
    b. Around 1 or 2 and Come Into the Middle
14. Split Two
15. Courtesy Turn
16. Ladies Chain Family
    a. Two Ladies Chain (Reg. & 3/4)
    b. Four Ladies Chain (Reg. & 3/4)
c. Chain Down the Line
17. Do Paso
18. Lead Right
19. Veer Left / Veer Right
20. Bend the Line
21. Circulate Family
    a. (Named Dancers) Circulate
    b. Couples Circulate
c. All Eight Circulate
d. Single File Circulate
e. Split / Box Circulate
22. Right and Left Thru
23. Grand Square
24. Star Thru
25. California Twirl
26. Walk Around the Corner
27. See Saw
28. Square Thru (1, 2, 3, 4) / Left Square Thru (1, 2, 3, 4)
29. Circle to a Line
30. Dive Thru

### Basic Program - Part 2
31. Wheel Around
32. Thar Family
   a. Allemande Thar
   b. Allemande Left to an Allemande Thar
c. Wrong Way Thar
33. Slip the Clutch
34. Shoot the Star / Shoot the Star Full Around
35. Box the Gnat
   *8 c. Wrong Way Grand
36. Trade Family
    a. (Named Dancers) Trade
    b. Couples Trade
c. Partner Trade
37. Ocean Wave Family
    a. Step to a Wave
    b. Balance
   *21 c. All Eight Circulate
38. Alamo Style
39. Swing Thru / Left Swing Thru
40. Run / Cross Run
41. Pass the Ocean
42. Extend
43. Wheel and Deal
44. Double Pass Thru
45. First Couple Go Left/Right, Next Couple Go Left/Right
46. Zoom
47. Flutterwheel / Reverse Flutterwheel
48. Sweep a Quarter
49. Trade By
50. Touch 1/4
   *21 d. Single File Circulate
   *21 e. Split / Box Circulate
51. Ferris Wheel

### Mainstream Program
52. Cloverleaf
53. Turn Thru
54. Eight Chain Thru / Eight Chain 1, 2, 3, Etc.
55. Pass to the Center
56. Single Hinge / Couples Hinge
57. Centers In
58. Cast Off 3/4
59. Spin the Top
60. Walk and Dodge
61. Slide Thru
62. Fold / Cross Fold
63. Dixie Style to an Ocean Wave
64. Spin Chain Thru
65. Tag the Line
   (In/Out/Left/Right)
66. Half Tag
67. Scoot Back
68. Recycle (From a Wave Only)

---

**CONGRATULATIONS!!**

After call #51 you are half-way through the Plus List!
At this point you will be able to attend “Half-Way Dances,”
(also called “Student Level” or “Basic Level” dances.)

After call #68, if you are dancing with proficiency, you will be able to “graduate” at the Mainstream Level and be invited to join the club! You will be able to attend many Mainstream Level dances all around the world.

**Highlight the calls you learn each week!**
**Review what you learned:**

Go to www.MajorKeys.org from the menu choose: Learn to Dance Class Members Corner

Scroll down to list of calls
Click on any call to watch a video of that call.

From the list of calls you can also click on a link to visit TAMinations to see geometric animations of each call.

If you miss a class, please call a club member to find out what you missed.
714-732-9347 or 626-800-8556
Learn to Square Dance!
List of Plus Calls

Plus List – Teaching Order

1. Acey Deucey
2. Teacup Chain
3. Ping Pong Circulate
4. Load the Boat
5. Peel Off
6. Linear Cycle (From Waves Only)
7. Coordinate
8. (Anything) & Spread
9. Spin Chain the Gears
10. Track II
11. (Anything) & Roll
12. Follow Your Neighbor
13. Fan the Top
14. Explode the Wave
15. Explode & (Anything) (From Waves Only)
16. Relay the Deucey
17. Peel the Top
18. Diamond Circulate
19. Single Circle to a Wave
20. Trade the Wave
21. Flip the Diamond
22. Grand Swing Thru
23. Crossfire
24. All 8 Spin the Top
25. Cut the Diamond
26. Chase Right
27. Dixie Grand
28. 3/4 Tag the Line
29. Spin Chain & Exchange the Gears

Next Steps . . .

After graduating from Mainstream you can keep improving your dancing skills by coming back to our next beginner class to help “angel” new students. Invite your friends and family to join the fun!

As an angel, you can also come to class early from 6:30 – 7:00 pm to begin learning the Plus Level calls.

We will hold a Plus Level class on Thursday evenings during the summer months.

Try to attend as many Mainstream dances as you can. You can find the location of square dances to visit by looking on our website:

www.MajorKeys.org

or by visiting the site:

www.WheresTheDance.com

Notes and Upcoming events:
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